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Abstract

The purpose of this thesis was the further development of a rule set used
in an automatic text simplification system, and the exploration of whether
it is possible to improve the performance of a rule based text simplification
system by manual training. A first rule set was developed from a thor-
ough literature review, and the rule refinement was performed by manually
adapting the first rule set to a set of training texts. When there was no
more change added to the set of rules, the training was considered to be
completed, and the two sets were applied to a test set, for evaluation. This
thesis evaluated the performance of a text simplification system as a clas-
sification task, by the use of objective metrics: precision and recall. The
comparison of the rule sets revealed a clear improvement of the system,
since precision increased from 45% to 82%, and recall increased from 37%
to 53%. Both recall and precision was improved after training for the ma-
jority of the rules, with a few exceptions. All rule types resulted in a higher
score on correctness for R2. Automatic text simplification systems target-
ing real life readers need to account for qualitative aspects, which has not
been considered in this thesis. Future evaluation should, in addition to
quantitative metrics such as precision, recall, and complexity metrics, also
account for the experience of the reader.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The growth of the Internet makes enormous amounts of textual information
available to the everyday Internet user. Many tasks that formerly were per-
formed offline, from newspaper reading to banking transitions and medical
advice, have now been relocated to the digital world. This opens up for a
smoother flow of information, and facilitates people’s life to the extent that
most cannot imagine a life without the possibilities this entails. However,
a large amount of people cannot access complex textual information, due
to poor reading skills, or mental or physical impairment.

Today, many websites provide an easy-to-read version built on manual
techniques, but since this is a very time consuming, and therefore expensive,
task, the availability of textual information is reduced for many users. The
automatic production of simple texts would extend the accessibility of texts,
to a lower cost, and thus ultimately an inclusion of groups of people that
struggle in today’s society of textual information.

The StilLett project aims to create a system for rule based automatic
text simplification for Swedish. The first prototype of the system was
developed during the autumn 2014, and contained a set of simple syntactic
and lexical rules derived from a thorough literature review. The work in
this thesis aims to refine this first set of rules, as one of the first step
towards an automatic text simplification system for the management of
real life texts.
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The purpose of this thesis was to further develop the set of simplification
operations, and to evaluate the performance of the system by comparing the
original rule set (R1) to the new set of developed rules (R2). R1 consisted
of a set of simple syntactic and lexical rules derived from the literature,
and the adaptions leading to the second rule were the result of a manual
data-driven procedure, aiming to suit the simplification operations to the
needs of a random set of training texts. The performance of R1 and R2
respectively were then evaluated and compared by running tests on a set
of testing material.

The main foci in this thesis were further development of the original
rule set applied to a text simplification system, as well as the exploration
of whether it is possible to improve the performance of a rule based text
simplification system by manual training on a rather small selection of
texts.



Chapter 2

Background

Automatic text simplification serves several purposes. The most obvious
goal is to facilitate information achievement for poor readers. Potential
target groups are dyslectics, aphasics, hearing-impaired, second language
learners, people with poor eyesight and children. The needs vary between
the potential user groups, but also within the groups, imposing a great
challenge for the task of automatic text simplification. This section is going
to account for these challenges, and present the research behind the creation
of a first set of simplification rules integrated into a text simplification
system for Swedish.

2.1 Easy-to-Read

Long before the digital era, texts were manually simplified to meet the
demands of groups in need of simplified texts. To ensure uniform simpli-
fications, and to facilitate the simplification process, guidelines for simple
writing have been developed.

Plain Language is a simple writing that intends to be as easy as possible
to read and understand. It is a collection of guidelines of how to write and
organize information in a text in order to enhance reading and comprehen-

3



4 2.2. Automatic Text Simplification

sion. According to A Plain English Handbook1, the passive voice should be
avoided in favor of active voice. Sentences containing hidden verbs should
be reformulated such as: we made an application → we applied, and the
subject, verb and object of a sentence should be kept together. Personal
pronouns should be used for a number of different reasons. Except for
enhancing comprehension, it also shortens the sentences, and adds an ap-
pealing tone to the text, using a more everyday language. Difficult words
should be replaced with simpler synonyms, and jargon should be avoided.
More general guidelines are that abstract language should be concretized,
long sentences should be shortened, and that negations and words that re-
quires the reader to go back in the text (such as respectively), should be
avoided.

2.2 Automatic Text Simplification

Manual text simplification is time consuming and expensive, and automa-
tizing this task would result in increased access of available information, to
a lower cost and effort.

2.2.1 Preprocessing for NLP Tasks

Automatic text simplification can serve purposes other than an aid for
readers in need of simpler text. Simplification of complex sentence structure
can be helpful as preprocessing prior to other NLP tasks, such as machine
translation, parsing, text summarization, and speech processing. Poornima
et al. (2011) used a rule based approach to text simplification to simplify
the relative pronouns and the coordinating and subordinating conjunctions
prior to conducting machine translation. After a relatively low degree of
simplification, translation accuracy was improved by 28%.

Beigman Klebanov et al. (2004) focused on text simplification for Information-
Seeking Applications. By introducing the concept of a so called Easy Access
Sentence, they intend to define what makes a sentence simple to process
automatically. An Easy Access Sentence is a text unit from which infor-
mation with ease can be extracted by a system with modest text analysis

1https://www.sec.gov/pdf/handbook.pdf
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capabilities. For a sentence to be classified as an Easy Access Sentence,
it needs to fulfill a few requirements. It must be a grammatical sentence,
have one finite verb, and it must not make any claims that were not present
in the text. In addition to this, the more Named Entities the sentence con-
tains, the better Easy Access Sentence it is. This last requirement favors
sentences using full names, instead of for example referential pronouns. The
results presented by Beigman Klebanov et al. (2004) state that the achieve-
ment of more satisfactory precision and recall of such a method need further
work, but the authors are confident that the method can be improved by
the use of additional parsers and combine the analyses in order to get more
accurate parsing. Other improvements are further semantic analysis, and
the resolving of definite noun phrases to named entities.

Siddharthan et al. (2004) used automatic simplification to improve con-
tent selection in multi-document summarization by the use of a previously
developed syntactic simplification system for news texts (Siddharthan, 2003,
2002), and the results showed that sentence selection was improved by pre-
processing the text with syntactic simplification.

Another approach to text simplification for multi-document summariza-
tion was presented by Blake et al. (2007). The lexical simplification prior
to the sentence selection consisted of operations such as the removal of
gerundive clauses, noun appositives, non-restrictive relative clauses, intra-
sentential attributions, and lead adverbials. The system also identified de-
pendency tree branches containing both a subject and an object, in order to
identify grammatically correct sentences with very concentrated meaning.

Miwa et al. (2010) used text simplification as a preprocessing step prior
to relation extracting.

2.2.2 Other Natural Language Processing Tasks as Sim-
plification

Another approach to the task of automatic text simplification is to regard
it as another type of natural language processing task. One way is to
address the problem as a machine translation task (Specia, 2010; Coster
and Kauchak, 2011b; Wubben et al., 2012), where the simplification is
treated as a monolingual translation of the original. Attempts have also
been made to use text summarization techniques in order to achieve a text
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that is as simple as possible, since shorter sentences often indicate easier
content. Margarido et al. (2008) addressed functional illiteracy readers,
evaluating a number of different summarizers and used them as a basis
for text simplification strategies for Brazilian Portuguese, with promising
results. Similarly, Smith and Jönsson (2011) showed that summarized texts
are more readable according to established readability metrics, suggesting
summarization to be a successful strategy for text simplification.

2.2.3 Methods

Data-driven methods include the automatic extraction of simplification op-
erations by corpora analyses. A general problem in the area of text sim-
plification is that there are very few corpora of simplified texts aligned
with their original versions, which often results in a limitation to the use of
a corpus of simplified texts that is compared to different (non-simplified)
texts. This method was used in the PorSimples project by Alúısio et al.
(2008a,b), that analysed 6 different corpora of simplified Brazilian Por-
tuguese and compared the result of the analysis to a non-simple account
corpus, in order to map the main linguistic components making a text
complex, and to propose simplification transformations.

The analysis of the corpora resulted in a manual for simplification of
Portuguese texts. The general guidelines were to shorten sentences, keep
the subject - verb - object together, and to avoid embedded sentences
between parenthesis, commas or dashes. Except for these guidelines, 5
transformation operations were identified:

• Splitting sentences

• Changing a discourse marker by a simpler and/or more fre-
quent one

• Changing passive to active voice

• Inverting clause order

• Non-simplification
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For the same project, Gasperin et al. (2009) presented further simplifi-
cation operations.

• Non-simplification

• Strong rewriting (free rewriting of sentence)

• Simple rewriting (replacing discourse markers or sets of words)

• Subject-verb-object ordering

• Transformation to active voice

• Inversion of clause ordering

• Splitting sentences

• Joining sentences

• Dropping sentence

• Dropping sentence parts

• Lexical Substitution

The PorSimples system differ between strong and natural simplifica-
tions, and if a strong simplification is preferred, the full set of simplifi-
cation operations is applied, while the natural simplification demands a
more selective set of operations. The natural simplification avoids certain
operations, such as sentence split and inversion of clause ordering. Two
of the operations are always applied regardless of the type of simplifica-
tion: subject-verb-object order transformation and the passive to active
operation. An evaluation showed that the most common operations used
for strong simplification are splitting sentences and lexical substitution and
simple rewriting. For the natural simplification, the most applied opera-
tions were lexical substitution and sentence splitting.

Similar studies have been made on parallel material. Bautista et al.
(2011) conducted a corpus analysis of a parallel corpus containing sim-
plified texts aligned with their original versions in order to identify the
transformation operations.
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The corpus aligned parts of the Encyclopedia Britannica and its easy-
to-read counterpart, Britannica Elementary. 5 different types of transfor-
mation operations were identified:

• Lexical transformations

• Syntactic transformations that do not affect the semantics

• Deletion of non-relevant information

• Addition of extra information

• Paraphrase (complete rewrite of the original sentence)

Except for this categorization, the authors also created a taxonomy
of the different types of operations. First, they differ between Content
and Form (paraphrases). There are two types of Content: Addition and
Deletion. There are two types of Form (paraphrases): Lexical (word sub-
stitutions) and Syntactic (altering the syntax). The analysis of the given
corpus showed that more than one transformation operation usually was
applied to each sentence. It was found that the most common transforma-
tion operation in the corpus was deletion of information (51.34%), followed
by paraphrases (37.95%) and addition of information (10.71%).

Aranzabe et al. (2012) aimed to improve further processing in advanced
machine translation by the use of text simplification, and performed an
analysis of long sentences in two corpora in Standard Basque. The struc-
tures that were analysed were appositions, relative clauses, adverbial subor-
dinate clauses, coordinated clauses, non-inflected verb clauses and passive
voice.

De Belder and Moens (2010) proposed automatic text simplification
targeting children. For the syntactic simplifications, a set of transformation
operations was applied. When an operation had caused the creation of new
sentences, the operations were applied once more.

• Appositions were converted into a new sentence

• Relative clauses: the ”wh-word” was replaced with the word it was
referring to, and the clause was turned into a new sentence
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• Prefix subordination

• Infix coordination and subordination: Two new sentences were
created from two parts of a sentence connected by and, but, be-
cause...)

Since there is a need of parallel corpora for the purpose of text simpli-
fication analysis, some research has been aiming to create new corpora by
aligning existing texts.

Bott and Saggion (2011) conducted a corpus-based study, as a part of
the development of an automatic simplification system for Spanish. The
corpus consisted of 200 news texts in Spanish. All texts were simplified
by experts to suit the needs of people with learning disabilities. The cor-
pus was aligned by an alignment tool developed in the project. Since the
simplified texts were handcrafted by trained experts, the results of the anal-
ysis provided information about the process of human simplification. This
knowledge is then possible to apply to a hybrid text simplification systems
where the most frequent simplification rules can be trained automatically,
and being complemented with handcrafted rules.

The identified transformation operations were:

• Change (for example difficult words replaced with a more frequent
one, changing active to passive voice, etc.)

• Delete (deletion of single words, phrases or clauses)

• Insert (Insertion of information that has been lost in the deletion
process, for example the main verb or the subject)

• Split (sentence splitting)

• Proximization (changing the text so that it is psychologically closer
to the reader, for example by directly addressing the reader)

• Reorder (change the order of the presented information)

• Select (take out a noun phrase and use it as a headline)

• Join (assemble two different pieces of information into one sentence)
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From the corpus analysis it was found that the most frequently used
transformation operation was Change (39.02%), followed by Delete (24.8%),
Insert (12.6%), Split (12.2%), Proximization (6.91%) and Reorder (2.85%).
Select and Join were very sparsely applied (0.81% respectively). On aver-
age, slightly more than 3 transformation operations were applied on each
source sentence.

Bott et al. (2012) developed a text simplification system for Spanish
based on the above described corpus. Three groups of problems were
treated:

• Lexical substitution, focusing on the substitution of functional
multi-word units

• Sentence splitting, handling relative clauses, gerundive construc-
tions, coordination of clauses, and coordination of object clauses.

• Quotation Inversion, changing place of the speaker in a quotation,
from [quotation], said X to X said: [quotation]

Similar work has been done on free internet resources, such as Wikipedia.
Coster and Kauchak (2011a) aligned the Simple English Wikipedia with
English Wikipedia in order to achieve a data set. Using the information
provided by the formatting of the articles, paragraphs were identified, and
the Simple English paragraphs were aligned to the normal paragraphs when
the TF-IDF cosine similarity score passed a threshold of 0.5. A dynamic
programming approach was then used on every aligned paragraph pair in
order to find the best global sentence alignment.

The analysis of the corpus of aligned texts was then performed on a
sentence level. The transformation operations that were identified (and
the percentage of the occurrence in the sentence pairs) were:

• Rewordings (replacing a word in the source text to a simpler word)
(65%)

• Deletions (deletion of a word in the source text) (47%)

• Reorderings (non-monotonic alignment) (34%)
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• Merges (multiple words in the source text is replaced with one single
word) (31%)

• Splits (a word in the source text is replaced with multiple words)
(27%)

An evaluation of the alignment was conducted where two independent
human evaluators determined whether the alignment was correct or not on
a random sample of aligned sentences. With a threshold of 0.5, 91/100
sentences were judged to be correct, and by raising the threshold to 0.75,
the evaluators claimed that 98/100 sentences were correctly aligned.

2.2.4 Automatic Text Simplification in Swedish

Decker (2003) compared manually simplified text to text written in Stan-
dard Swedish and extracted a set of 25 simplification operations, grouped
into a subset of rules that delete or replace sub-phrases, and another sub-
set that add new syntactical information. The first subset (Appendix B)
was implemented in CogFLUX (Rybing et al., 2010), the precursor of the
tool used for this study. An additional synonym replacement module was
subsequently added to the system by Abrahamsson (2011).

Synonym replacement in relation to conventional readability metrics
was the main focus of Keskisärkkä and Jönsson (2012), and has also been
studied on Swedish medical texts (Abrahamsson et al., 2014).

2.3 StilLett

StilLett is a tool developed for the purpose of further investigations of rule
based text simplification techniques in Swedish. The architecture of the
text simplification tool is inspired by and partly built on a previous text
simplification tool for Swedish, CogFLUX (Rybing et al., 2010), a system
developed in Java 6 built on a dynamic structure of processes and mod-
ules, where each process runs a number of modules. StilLett uses this same
structure, but with significant changes in resources and functionality. The
structure of StilLett is described in Figure 2.1. In the first stage, the user
specifies what simplification strategies that should be applied to the text,
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i.e. what rules to run. The user input is then reformulated in the options
file, where each rule is transduced to the corresponding processes, and the
specific modules are specified within each process. The simplification is
performed in three steps; preprocessing, application of simplification oper-
ations, and post-processing.

Figure 2.1: Architecture of the system in its current state.

The preprocessing module consists of a part-of-speech tagger, a phrase
structure parser, and a format converter. The part-of-speech tagging was
performed by Stagger (Östling, 2013), and for further syntactic analysis,
MaltParser (Nivre et al., 2006) was used. Two different versions of Malt-
Parser were implemented into StilLett, MaltParser 1.2 and MaltParser
1.7.2. The decision was based on the inability of MaltParser 1.7.2 to pro-
duce phrase structure trees, which in the current phase of the project is
needed for rule interpretation. Future functionality might benefit from
dependency parsing, which motivated the choice to implement the latest
version of MaltParser, that easily can be turned on in the system. StilLett
makes use of several linguistic resources. The part-of-speech tagger uses
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the SUC3 corpus2 (Ejerhed et al., 2006; Östling, 2012), and the synonym
replacement module uses the Synlex synonym lexicon (Kann, 2004). The
format converting module converted the Stagger output format CoNLL to
the NEGRA format supported by MaltParser. The converter marks up the
beginning of sentences and end of sentences, and extracts relevant word
forms and morphosyntactic information.

The post-processing module restores the text to a readable format. This
includes the removal of syntax tags and the correct placement of capital
letters.

2.3.1 Rule Syntax

There are four operation types implemented into StilLett that can be used
for rule creation and development. The syntax notation script X-rules,
was used in CogFLUX (Rybing et al., 2010), but has been further devel-
oped to suit the needs of StilLett. Such a development is the possibility
to add dependency tags to the part-of-speech tags, in order to specify the
morphosyntactic function of a specific matching expression. This makes it
possible to make full use of the information provided by the parser (Ap-
pendix A). Syntactically, the dependency relations are put within paren-
thesis. An additional development was the introduction of the ”?” tag,
representing one, many or no tags of any sort.

The details of the syntax varies depending on the operation type, but
the general structure is based on a target phrase and a modification. For
example:

REPL//NP-DET JJ N → NP-N &P(S)

The interpretation of a rule is divided into four parts that are the same
for all rule types: type of operation, target phrase, modification phrase,
and parent phrase.

The first part of the rule (in this case REPL), defines the type of opera-
tion that is to be performed. There are 6 different node operations: REPL,
DEL, SHIFT, SPLIT, PLANTTREE, and PLANTBRANCH. The func-
tionality of all operations are further described later in this session. The

2http://spraakbanken.gu.se/swe/resurs/suc3
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operation type used in the example above, REPL, is an operation used to
remove the sub content of a node.

The target phrase and the modification phrase are separated by an
arrow. The target phrase (to the left of the arrow), in the example above
NP-DET JJ N, specifies the syntactic structure that is to be matched. The
main node is NP, and the following part-of-speech tags form complementing
demands on the direct children of the node, in the example DET, JJ, and
N.

The modification phrase (to the right of the arrow), in the example
above NP-N &P(S), defines how the target phrase should be modified.
The modification depends on the operation type used and in this case, the
modification phrase is formed by a replacement structure consisting of a
noun phrase with a single noun.

The parent phrase is expressed by ”&P”, and is an additional demand
on the target phrase. In the example above &P(S) requires the parent node
of the target phrase to be S. If the parent phrase contains a hash instead
of a phrase tag (&P(#)), there is no demand on the parent.

Node Operations

For the CogFLUX project (Rybing et al., 2010), two operations were im-
plemented: REPL and DEL. For StilLett, additional operations with new
functionality have been added.

• REPL
rule for deletion from the node that is matched, as in the example
above. The modification phrase consists of the replacement phrase
structure.

• DEL
rule type that completely removes the target phrase.

• SHIFT
rule type used to shift the order of specified nodes. Given a target
phrase, the modification phrase indicates what part of the structure
that will change position. Thus, the modification phrase will always
consist of the two part-of-speech tags representing the nodes shifting
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positions. In order to avoid erroneous rearrangement of words, this
operation is only triggered by certain syntactic tags, for example the
passive tense. Example:

SHIFT//S-AVP VB NP → AVP NP &P(#)

This expression will shift the nodes: AVP and NP resulting in the
following structure: S-NP VB AVP.

• SPLIT
one of the rule types performing a split action. This rule splits the
tree at the node defined in the modification phrase, and the remaining
two parts become two separate trees, as illustrated in Figure 2.2.
Example:

SPLIT//S-S KN S → KN &P(#)

Figure 2.2: Sentence splitting with SPLIT.

• PLANTTREE
another rule type performing a split action, i.e. dividing the root tree
and the sentence in two (as illustrated in Figure 2.3). If a node fulfills
the demands on children and parent nodes (target phrase), it will be
planted as a new node tree and a separate sentence. No modification
phrase is needed. Example:

PLANTTREE//S-NP VB → # &P(NP)
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Figure 2.3: Sentence splitting with PLANTTREE.

• PLANTBRANCH
the third rule type preforming a split action. This rule provides the
ability to plant a child node of the node that is matched in the target
phrase. The modification phrase specifies the root of the new tree.
Example:

PLANTBRANCH//S-AVP NP VB → NP &P(XP)

This rule plants the NP node that is one of the children in the required
child sequence, under the node S with parent XP (see Figure 2.4).

Figure 2.4: Sentence splitting with PLANTBRANCH.
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Additional Node Operations

Additional node operations are applied within a simplification operation.
For R1, one additional node operation was implemented.

• DROP
operation that removes nodes from the matched node. The node that
is suggested to be removed can be specified with part-of-speech tags,
dependency tags, or a child of such a node. It is possible to delete
one or several nodes below the matched node.
Example:

PLANTBRANCH//ROOT-? MID KN ?→ ? DROP(MID
KN) &P(#)

Syntax Extension

For StilLett, the syntax was extended with additional operators, resulting
in a more dynamic version of the syntax notation script.

• DEPENDENCY MATCH
Extra demands in terms of dependency tags can be applied to all
nodes. Dependency tags are specified directly after the part-of-speech
tag inside parenthesis as the following example illustrates.
Example:

REPL//S-? NP(SS) KN VB → S-? NP(SS) &P(XP)

This rule requires the NP-tagged node to have a dependency SS (Sub-
ject).

• UNKNOWN PARENT (?)
When a question mark is specified as a child, of the node to match,
it can represent none or any node before the remaining sequence of
child nodes. The question mark is also used by the program and is
handled as a node with all node operations available. This option is
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useful when designing general rules.
For example:

Rule: REPL//S-? NP KN VB → S-? NP &P(XP)

Matches a phrase such as: S-AVP VB NP KN VB

• INDEX
There is an option to demand a node index in the list of children of the
match node. This option can serve as a limitation of the ”unknown
parent” node.
Example:

REPL//S-? NP 1 KN VB → S-? NP &P(XP)

This rule demands the NP node to be at index 1, which means there
is only room for one node under the ”unknown parent” (index starts
at 0).

• CHILDREN MATCH - You can also set up demands for the children
of the children nodes.
Example:

REPL//S-? NP{PP NN} KN VB → S-? NP &P(#)

This rule demands the node NP to contain children nodes of type PP
and NN in the given order.



Chapter 3

Method

The project consisted of three distinct parts; rule production, rule refine-
ment, and evaluation. The rule production aimed to, by the study of former
and current research on the area of automatic text simplification, derive a
set of general rules that is to be applied to the system. The rule refinement
was performed by a manual data-driven method. By altering the given
rules, the functionality of the syntax script, and other parts of the system
to handle the simplification needs of a number of randomly chosen texts,
a second version of the rules was developed. The evaluation testing was
performed by running R1 and R2 separately on a number of evaluation
texts, and measuring the performance of the two implementations. This
chapter will describe the methods used in this study, accounting for every
choice that was made in the process of designing and realizing the project.

3.1 Rule Production

The original rule set (R1) was derived from literature reviews, and con-
stituted of a set of simple, intuitive rules aiming to enhance a text’s level
of readability. In the current state of the project, mainly purely syntactic
rules can be handled. This excluded a few of the rules in R1, and the
resulting list of rules that were up for refinement were:

19
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• Proximization

• Passive to active

• Quotation inversion

• Rearranging to straight word order

• Sentence Split

The first formalization of the rules was made in order to match simple
structures of single occurrences of each rule in a given sentence. Since there
are no detailed guidelines of how a sentence should be rewritten, the work
was done intuitively to suit the simplest form of transformation. For this
purpose, a simple set of example sentences were created.

Proximization, aiming to add proximity to a text (for example by the use
of personal pronouns), changed all man (impersonal pronounn, one) to du
(personal pronoun, you). The passive to active operation aimed to rewrite
a sentence from passive tense to active tense. The first formalization of this
rule matched structures constituting of a subject, a verb in passive tense,
and an agent. The quotation inversion rule matched citation marks, and a
lexicon of expressive words such as (”says”). The straight word order rule
matched two typical indicators of reversed word order in Swedish: sentences
starting with an adverb, followed by a verb. The sentence split rule split a
given sentence in two when encountering a comma and a conjunction.

Further description of the first rule set can be found in Section 4.2, and
the rules are found in Appendix C.

3.2 Text Selection

The texts used for both training and evaluation were SweSAT texts. The
texts of the SweSAT tests are created for the purpose of measuring Swedish
reading comprehension on a 6 month’s basis, and it is therefore legitimate
to assume that the variation of difficulty level of the texts is small. Further-
more, the texts are of various genres and topics, which further motivates
the text selection.
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3.3 Rule Refinement

The rule refinement was performed by a manual training procedure. From
a sample of 48 SweSAT texts, five were randomly chosen to compose a first
set of training material. Each line in the texts was analyzed in order to
identify possible applications of the simplification rules. When extracting
all sentences containing structures of interest1, the rules of R1 were manu-
ally adapted to fit the texts of the training set, and each upgrading change
was noted. The first iteration of improvements were performed on the first
of the five texts, and the refinement changes were made in the order they
appeared in the texts. If there were still changes to be made after the
completion of the first five texts of the training set, an additional text was
added to the training material. When there were no more changes made
to the first rule set, the training was considered to be completed, and the
two rule sets R1 and R2 were evaluated on the remaining texts.

3.4 Testing and Evaluation

For the evaluation, relevant structures were identified by the use of a python
script. By the use of regular expressions, sentences containing relevant
syntactic tags and structures were identified and marked as candidates for
simplification. In order not to miss out on any important information, the
script was made to be very general, and sentences that were considered to
be erroneously extracted were ignored. This selection was performed indi-
vidually by two undergraduate students, with Swedish as native language.
If the judgement of a certain sentence differed, the most generous approach
was chosen, and the sentence was considered to be correctly extracted.

For the Proximization rule, all sentences containing occurrences of the
word man (eng: ”one”) tagged as a pronoun, were marked as candidates,
as well as the object form sig (eng: ”oneself”). For the quotation inversion
rule, the script searched for citation marks, as well as em-dashes, commonly
indicating the beginning of a quotation in Swedish. Sentences with markers
indicating reversed word order (first word adverb, second word verb) were
marked as possible candidates for the straight word order operation. For

1see Section 3.1
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the passive-to-active operation, the tag SFO was matched, indicating a verb
in passive tense. Finally, the sentence split operation searched for several
markers. To split a sentence at coordinating or subordinating conjunctions,
the scripts searched for the part-of-speech tags KN and SN. To split a
sentence at relative clauses, the script identified sentences containing the
tag indicating relative pronouns (HP). To identify candidate sentences for
appositions, the script searched for the tag (AN ).

In the evaluation, each line was judged on the performance on each
simplification operation. Precision and recall were used for the objective
evaluation, while a subjective testing was performed in order to estimate
the experienced correctness of the system. This rating was performed by
two undergraduate students, the same students that performed the initial
selection, assessing the correctness of each sentence after modification by
classifying it as 0 (not linguistically correct sentence) or as 1 (linguistically
correct sentence). The subjective classification did not affect the objective
metrics, but served as a complementary metric.

Each simplification rule was evaluated separated from the other rules.
This was motivated by the fact that different rules might match the same
sentence, which would extend the problem definition to also cover the dif-
ferent possible combinations of rules.
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Rule Selection

This chapter will account for the synthesis and selection of rules for the
first rule set applied to the automatic text simplification system.

4.1 Synthesis of Rules (R1)

The first rule set applied to StilLett was a result of a synthesis of the
simplification operations derived from the literature. The definitions of
the simplification operations found in the literature are on different levels,
which motivated the creation of a taxonomy of the notions used. The top
categories are inspired by the categories produced by Bott and Saggion
(2011), but are slightly modified to cover all types of operations.

• Change

– Lexical Transformation

∗ Lexical Substitution (Bautista et al., 2011; Coster and Kauchak,
2011a; Bott et al., 2012; Gasperin et al., 2009)

· Splits (a word in the source text is replaced with multi-
ple words) (Coster and Kauchak, 2011a)

· Merges (multiple words in the source text is replaced
with one single word) (Coster and Kauchak, 2011a)

23
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∗ Paraphrasing

· Strong rewriting (complete rewrite of the original sen-
tence) (Bautista et al., 2011; Gasperin et al., 2009)

· Simple rewriting (changing a discourse marker by a sim-
pler and/or more frequent one) (Bott et al., 2012; Gasperin
et al., 2009; Alúısio et al., 2008a,b)

∗ Proximization (Bott and Saggion, 2011)

– Syntactic Transformation

∗ Changing from passive to active voice (Alúısio et al., 2008a,b;
Gasperin et al., 2009)

∗ Quotation Inversion (Bott et al., 2012)

∗ Inverting clause order (Alúısio et al., 2008a,b; Gasperin et al.,
2009)

∗ Rearranging to straight word order (Gasperin et al., 2009;
Alúısio et al., 2008a,b)

• Delete

– Deletion of non-relevant information (Bautista et al., 2011; Gasperin
et al., 2009)

∗ Deletion of single words (Coster and Kauchak, 2011a; Bott
and Saggion, 2011)

∗ Deletion of phrases and clauses (Bott and Saggion, 2011)

• Split (Bott and Saggion, 2011; Alúısio et al., 2008a,b; Bott et al.,
2012; Gasperin et al., 2009)

– Split sentences at appositions (De Belder and Moens, 2010)

– Split sentences at coordinating and subordinating conjunctions
(Poornima et al., 2011; De Belder and Moens, 2010)

– Split sentences at relative clauses (and replace the wh-word to
the word it was referring to) (De Belder and Moens, 2010)

• Insert
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– Addition of information (Bautista et al., 2011; Bott and Saggion,
2011)

• Join (assemble two different pieces of information into one sentence)
(Bott and Saggion, 2011; Gasperin et al., 2009)

• Select (take out a noun phrase and use it as a headline) (Bott and
Saggion, 2011)

• Non-simplification (no modifications are made to the sentence)
(Alúısio et al., 2008a,b; Gasperin et al., 2009)

Bautista et al. (2011) found that the most common operation used was
deletion of information, followed by paraphrases and instances of addition.
Bott and Saggion (2011) found that the most frequently used transfor-
mation operation was Change (39.02%), followed by Delete (24.8%), In-
sert (12.6%), Split (12.2%), Proximization (6.91%) and Reorder (2.85%).
Select and Join were very sparsely applied (0.81% respectively). Coster
and Kauchak (2011a) found that the most frequently used transformations
were Rewordings (65%), followed by Deletions (47%), Reorderings (non-
monotonic alignment) (34%), Merges (multiple words in the source text is
replaced with one single word) (31%) and Splits (a word in the source text
is replaced with multiple words) (27%).

The most common operations used for strong simplification are splitting
sentences and lexical substitution and simple rewriting, and for the natural
simplification the most applied operations were lexical substitution and
sentence splitting (Gasperin et al., 2009).

4.2 Rule Selection

For the first rule set, not all rules listed in Section 4.1 were considered. The
selection was based on the possibility to apply the rules into the system
without making any major changes to the structure, and in order to suit
the applied evaluation method. The difficulty to estimate the success of
lexical substitution and paraphrasing excluded these operations from this
project. However, at the time of writing, the synonym replacement module
is undergoing further development in a parallell project.
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To completely rewrite a sentence is very difficult for an automatic sys-
tem, and it is a task that demands a more powerful system than what Stil-
Lett is today, motivating the choice not to consider this operation at this
point in time. For similar reasons, the Insert operation was not included.
Some simplifications might benefit from additional information, such as ex-
planations of difficult words, but it is not considered in the current stage of
the system. Destructive operations, such as deletion of information, were
not included since it would demand some kind of foregoing text analysis
to determine the relevance of the sentences. One of the main focus is to
shorten the sentences, which makes the Join operation slightly less relevant
in the current state of the system. Furthermore, Bott and Saggion (2011)
found Join to be very sparsely applied to simplifications, further motivating
the decision not to consider this operation.

Thus, the resulting list of operations that were considered in this project,
(hereafter referred to as R1) was as follows:

• Proximization
Proximization is the process of changing the text so that it is psy-
chologically closer to the reader, for example by directly addressing
the reader. In R1, this simply means changing the indefinite pronoun
man (one) to du (you).

• Passive to active
Changing a sentence from passive to active voice in Swedish cannot
be performed only by the use of syntactic rules of the type described
for this project, but needs more detailed hard-coded aid. In the first
rule set, the applied algorithm works in the following manner:

1. Search for a tag indicating a verb in passive voice

– If found: apply rule set

2. Extract the matching nodes

3. Control the noun phrase for personal pronouns

– If found: change the subject form to the object form of the
identified pronoun

4. Control the preposition phrase for the preposition av (by)
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– If found: remove

5. Alter word order and the accompanying syntactic structure

6. Update syntactic tags

7. Remove the -s ending of the verb in passive voice

8. Control the tense of the verb

– If present tense: add the suffix -r to the verb

• Quotation inversion
The quotation inversion rule aims to change place of a quotation, and
the person expressing it. For the first rule set, the rule is triggered by
the use of two quotation marks, and a match in a lexicon of trigger
words (such as asked, said, claimed, etc.). The matched sentence
must also be of a quotation-like form, i.e. a quotation followed by a
verb and a noun or a personal name.

• Rearranging to straight word order
The rearrangement to straight word order is a purely syntactic oper-
ation. The given rules are matched, the word order is changed, and
an upgrade of the syntactic structure is performed. For R1, the rules
applied were:

SHIFT//S-? VB NP(SS) → S-NP(SS) ? &P(#)
SHIFT//S-? VP NP(SS) → S-NP(SS) ? &P(#)

• Sentence Split

The sentence split rule divides a long and/or complex sentence into
two new sentences. This action is performed differently depending on
the certain syntactic construction triggering the splitting option. In
this project, there are three different cases where sentence splitting
is performed:

– Subordinating and coordinating conjunctions
In R1, sentence splitting is triggered by the following rules:
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REPL//S-S MID KN S → S- S KN S &P(#)
SPLIT//S-S MID KN S → KN &P(#)
SPLIT//S-S KN S → KN &P(#)

– Relative clauses
For the relative clauses, the sentences are split at matched tags
indicating relative clauses such as:

PLANTTREE//S-? NP → NP{HP} &P(NP)

– Appositions
A simple version of the apposition split was included in R1. Two
syntactic rules matched a targets structure containing an appo-
sition within commas. The matched apposition was move to a
new tree structure, the verb är (is) was added, and the commas
were removed. The noun phrase connected to the apposition
was copied into the new tree structure.

REPL//NP-NP MID NP MID → NP-NP NP &P(#)
PLANTBRANCH//NP-NP MID NP{NN} MID → NP &P(#)
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Results

The training procedure of the rule set, illustrated in Figure 5.1, was iterated
until no more changes could be made to the rules. In total, the rule set was
trained on 6 texts. The training material contained a total of 139 lines,
and all rules considered for this project were represented.

5.1 Changes for R2

This section will account for the changes that were applied to the system
in the adaption process. Some major changes to the syntax notation was
added in order to make the rules sufficient and dynamic enough for the
adaption task.

5.1.1 Additional node operations

A few operations that can be executed within another operation type were
added to the syntax.

• ADD
- Main usage in the split operations. This function enables the ability
to add nodes to the node that are to be split from the matched node.

29
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Figure 5.1: Number of changes made to the rule set

Example of usage: ADD(NP(AN){NN})

This additional expression adds a copy of a NN node, fond in the NP-
node, with the specified dependency tag (AN), that is found directly
under the matched node. In this example the first occurrence of a
NN-tagged node in the NP(AN) subtree is added first in the new,
planted node. This function also enables the functionality to add a
node from the ROOT node:

Example of usage: ADD(ROOT{NP(OO)})

This expression will add a copy of the first occurrence of a NP-node,
with dependency tag OO, to the plant node. As a complement for
this function there is also a PADD-function that provide the option
to add a node copy, to the split node, from the parent of the matched
node.
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• COND
Additional node conditions to the children nodes of the matched node.
If the condition is not fulfilled - if there is no matching occurrence of
the specified condition - the rule is rejected.

Example of usage: COND(NOT(?{SN}))

• The NOT operator (example above) excludes matches containing the
matching nodes. {SN} is a demand on the children of, in this case,
the ”?” node. This condition suggests that there should not be any
occurrence of the SN-tag within the ”?” node. This rule was useful
when adapting the split rules to ensure that the ADD-function will
find a node to add. The COND-functionallity also serves well when
excluding node matches in other rules.

5.1.2 Rule specific changes

A number of improvements specific to the different rules were implemented.
Except for additional syntactic rules (Appendix D), further functionality
was added:

• Proximization
One improvement was made to this simple module. When replacing
the impersonal pronoun to a personal pronoun, the corresponding
object form of the word was added, if needed.

• Quotation inversion
New matching possibilities (sentences starting by an em dash), and
new verbs were added to the trigger word file

• Passive to active
The previous rule was not sufficient to handle all occurrences of SFO-
verbs so additional functionality were needed. The changes needed
to be made to handle these kinds of simplifications is beyond what
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the syntactic rules are meant to handle, causing the simplifications
to be hard coded into the module, and triggered if the syntactic rule
is unable to handle the required simplification.

– A check was applied: if the sentence contains an agent, apply
rules

– Addition of the impersonal pronoun man

– Functionality to manage the position of the subject in the sen-
tence

– An additional word file was added containing undesirable verbs
in passive tense, that should not be simplified

• Straight word order
In order to correctly shift the subject node and the object node ad-
ditional constraints were needed. Unwanted matches were sorted out
with an additional condition in the rule and a hard coded demand,
supposed to manage questions.

• Split
The rules were adjusted to be as adversative as possible. The split
module takes advantage of all the possibilities of the operation types,
and the additionally developed operators.

5.2 Testing and Evaluation

Two parallell evaluation processes measured the performance of the two
rule sets. The evaluation and comparison of the rule set 1 and 2 revealed
an improvement of the system, as shown in Figure 5.2. For the system as
a whole, precision increased from 45% to 82%, and recall increased from
37% to 53%.

The results of the evaluation of R1, separated on each rule, are pre-
sented in Table 5.1, and the results of R2 are presented in Table 5.2. The
row labeled Correct contains the ratio of linguistically correct sentences in
relation to all modifications of a certain type, i.e. the number of correct
sentences divided by the sum of the true positives and the false positives.
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Figure 5.2: Precision and recall performance for all rules

Table 5.1: Precision, recall, and correctness for all conditions in R1

Prox. P2A QI SWO SPLIT -k SPLIT -r SPLIT -a SPLIT -tot R1 -tot
Precision 0.988 1 0 0.458 0.571 0.308 0 0.326 0.448
Recall 0.850 0.039 0 0.919 0.188 0.808 0 0.429 0.371
Correct 59% 69% 0 30% 32% 8% 0% 11%

Generally, both recall and precision was improved after training, with a
few exceptions. The evaluation of the R2 passive-to-active (P2A) resulted
in a lower score for precision (from 100% to 89%), and the R2 sentence split
- relative clauses scored a recall of 45% (in comparison to the former 81%),
causing the combined R2 split operation to score 31% instead of 43%.

Both rule sets performed well on the proximization operation with a
slight decrease in precision, and a slight increate in recall for R2.

The quotation inversion (QI) gave no positive results in R1, but im-
proved drastically when evaluating with R2 (precision: 100%, recall: 65%,
correctness: 85%). There were no false positives identified by the system,
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Table 5.2: Precision, recall, and correctness for all conditions in R2

Prox. P2A QI SWO SPLIT -k SPLIT -r SPLIT -a SPLIT -tot R2 -tot
Precision 0.979 0.890 1 0.848 0.537 0.732 0.111 0.732 0.821
Recall 0.960 0.564 0.650 0.683 0.254 0.449 0.026 0.314 0.530
Correct 62% 77% 85% 63% 35% 41% 0% 37%

resulting in the very high precision.
Straight word order (SWO) performed better regarding precision and

correctness when comparing R1 (precision: 46%, recall: 92%, correctness:
30%) to R2 (precision: 85%, recall: 68%, correctness: 63%). However, the
recall was lowered when evaluating R2.

All rule types resulted in a higher score on correctness for R2.
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Discussion

The rule refinement resulted in an improvement of the performance of the
system as a whole. The precision increased from 45% to 82%, while recall
increased from 37% to 53%.

The R2 passive-to-active resulted in a lower score for precision (from 1
to 0.89). This result is explained by the fact that the passive-to-active of R2
did not identify many structures, neither true positives nor false positives.
High precision means that the system identified more relevant results than
irrelevant. In the case of R1, no irrelevant results were returned, resulting
in high precision. The improvement is seen in the rise of recall from about
4% to 56%, indicating that the system returned a larger amount of the
relevant results.

The R2 sentence split - relative clauses scored a recall of 45%, which is a
noteworthy decrease from the 81% achieved in the R1 evaluation. This in-
dicates that less relevant results were found, which implies that the changes
made for R2 narrowed down the possible matches. This decrease also in-
fluenced recall performance for the combined R2 split operation, causing it
to score 31% instead of 43%.

The sentence split - appositions scored low values for both rule sets. The
reason for this is that it was a rarely occurring structure in the texts, and the
training material was not sufficient to capture all occurrences of appositions
in the evaluation texts. This can be improved by further training, and less
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generous structure matching. All rule types resulted in a higher score on
the subjective correctness for R2.

The quotation inversion rule type gave no matches for R1, but improved
drastically when evaluating R2 (precision: 100%, recall: 65%, correctness:
85%). There were no false positives identified by the system, resulting in
the very high precision. This result is expected due to the nature of the
rule. The number of ways in which quotations can be expressed is very
limited, causing no false positive hits.

The straight word order rule performed better regarding precision and
correctness when comparing R1 (precision: 46%, recall: 92%, correctness:
30%) to R2 (precision: 85%, recall: 68%, correctness: 63%). However,
the recall was lowered when evaluating R2. Since high recall means that
the system returned most of the relevant results, this indicates that the
system missed matches that should have been identified. The reason to
this is probably that the rule in R2 is less permissive than the original
rule. However, regarding the increase in precision and correctness, the
performance of this rule should be viewed as improved.

The project consisted of three distinct parts; rule production, rule re-
finement, and evaluation. The rules were derived from former and current
research in the field, and were merged into a taxonomy of simplification op-
erations. This thesis focused on a limited subset of the complete rule set,
and the selection of rules was based on the capacity of the system in its
current state. The formalization of the first rule set was mainly intuitively
created to match a number of very simple sentences, equivalent to the syn-
tactic structure in its simplest form. This resulted in a first set of rules that
matched a very narrow sample of structures. An alternative, perhaps more
appropriate method, would be to perform a corpus analysis on a corpus of
texts aligned to their simplified equivalent, in order to extract operations
that are commonly occurring in actual simplifications. This method has
two major advantages. On the one hand, it is a natural source of actual
simplified structures, which makes it possible to extract general rules that
match real life example text. It is also possible to extract operations that
match structures that are not intuitively simple, and therefore difficult to
capture by a manual method. However, there is no convenient aligned cor-
pus of Swedish simplified texts, which motivated the choice to consider an
alternative method.
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The selection of rules considered in this thesis are derived from litera-
ture on text simplification research prosecuted in different language; such as
English, Brazilian Portuguese, and Spanish. To apply the rules on Swedish
texts might be arguable, since the different languages differ in structure.
The choice to do this was based on the assumption that complex syntac-
tic structure, and certain grammatical constructions (such as the passive
tense), constitute difficulties regardless of the language used. Furthermore,
the matching structures were then adapted to suit the Swedish language.

The construction of rules was not obvious. Proximization aims to add
proximity to a text by making a text ”psychologically closer” to a reader.
This is a very wide definition of the operation, making it difficult to estimate
what rules that should be applied to a text.To achieve this without changing
the original sentence, is not easy and the most simple approach was chosen:
to change the impersonal pronoun to a personal one. Whether this is the
right method or not should be further investigated in future evaluations. It
is probable that the same issue applies for other constructions considered
in this thesis, such as the straight word order, as well as the sentence split
operation. It is known that reversed word order constitutes difficulties in
texts, but when altering the word order, the flow might go missing in the
process, resulting in a text that is actually more difficult to read. This
needs to be evaluated by letting readers from various target groups read
and rate texts simplified with different strategies.

The texts used for both training and evaluation were SweSAT texts.
These were chosen based on the assumption that the variation of difficulty
level of the texts was small. Furthermore, the texts differed in types, genres
and topics, resulting in a rich training material, avoiding very genre specific
operations. It would have been interesting to perform evaluation on texts
from differing genres, in order to investigate and compare how the system
performs on different types of texts.

A manual training procedure was used in order to adapt the transfor-
mation operations to the training sample. The training material was quite
small, compared to the evaluation material since no more changes were
added to the operations after the sixth text, and its reasonable to believe
that the performance of the system would have been further improved by
enlarging the training sample. To measure the performance of the sys-
tem, both objective and subjective metrics were used. In order to evaluate
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the classification task, precision and recall were used. These metrics may
be used to measure the number of relevant hits, and whether the system
returned the majority of the relevant hits, but they lack the ability to eval-
uate the experience of reading such a text. In this thesis, this was achieved
by the subjective classification of the resulting sentence as either correct or
incorrect. However, this was made by a very small set of human classifiers,
and the result might be misleading depending on what each person expe-
rience as a correct sentence. The subjective classification did not affect
the objective metrics, but served as a complementary metric. By letting
a larger amount of participants read and rate the texts regarding different
criteria, such as the objective correctness, flow, readability, and the actual
experience of reading the text, a more accurate measure of a texts cor-
rectness could be achieved. It is plausible that some constructions should
be left without any simplifying modifications to enhance the text flow, or
that some operations - or certain combinations of operations - should be
completely avoided. The inclusion of conventional complexity metrics is a
possible way of improving the performance of the system. By finding cor-
relations between text properties, and demanded simplification operations,
a foregoing text analysis step could be applied, in order to determine con-
structions for simplification modifications before the actual simplification.

For the evaluation, relevant structures were identified by the use of a
python script, that extracted all sentences containing relevant syntactic
tags and structures. The script was constructed to be very general in
order not to miss out on any possible simplification construction, which
made it necessary to apply a manual selection for some constructions. The
sentence split - conjunction is an example of such a structure that is very
difficult to identify automatically. Other constructions, such as the passive-
to-active could be extracted in a completely automatic manner. To include
manual selection by humans might have both disadvantages and benefits.
On the one hand, it might result in a less uniform and more subjective
selection process. On the other hand, it i possible that the subjectiveness
benefits the performance, since humans in many ways outperform natural
language processing systems. In order to achieve a better evaluation, the
inclusion of more human classifiers would have been desirable, and is highly
recommended for future studies.

Each simplification rule was evaluated separated from the other rules,
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since different rules might match the same sentence. It is plausible that
the different operations affect the performance of the text, an issue that
should be investigated by comparing the performance when applying dif-
ferent combinations of operations.

There were two purposes of this thesis: to develop a new set of rules to
apply to an existing rule based text simplification system, and to investi-
gate whether it is possible to improve the performance of a such a system
by manual training. I believe that the results are unequivocally positive
regarding the second issue. The adaption of rules to a small selection of
texts did improve the performance of the simplification system with very
few exceptions, and it is possible that the performance would have been
further enhanced by a larger selection of texts or more genres. The training
was considered completed when no more changes were made to the rule set,
which in the case of this thesis was after six texts, but it is possible that
this might have been a plateau, and that additional improvements would
have been detected when using a larger training material. The method
used in this thesis has proven to be a satisfactory alternative to the au-
tomatic extraction of simplification rules from aligned corpora, although
somewhat more time consuming, and could possible also serve as an in-
teresting complementary method on top of automatically extracted rules.
Thus, the method used in this thesis should be considered promising, but
not perfected.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

The main foci in the thesis were further development of the original rule set
applied to a text simplification system, as well as the exploration of whether
it is possible to improve the performance of a rule based text simplification
system by manual training.

A first rule set, R1, was developed from a thorough literature review,
and by a manual data-driven method, the rules of the rule set were adapted
to suit the texts of the training material. These adapted rules formed
the second rule set, R2. The comparison of the rule sets revealed a clear
improvement of the system, since precision increased from 45% to 82%, and
recall increased from 37% to 53%. Both recall and precision was improved
after training for the majority of the rules, with a few exceptions. All rule
types resulted in a higher score on correctness for R2.

This thesis evaluated the performance of a text simplification system as
a classification task, but this method is only investigating one side of the
problem. Automatic text simplification systems targeting real life readers
need to account for qualitative aspects, which has not be considered in this
thesis. Future evaluation should, in addition to quantitative metrics such
as precision, recall, and complexity metrics, also account for the experience
of the reader.

The adaption of rules to a small selection of texts improved the perfor-
mance of the simplification system, indicating that the method can be seen
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as a satisfactory alternative to the automatic extraction of simplification
rules from aligned corpora, or serving as a complementary method on top
of automatically extracted rules.
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Appendix A

Dependency labels

The MAMBA Categories (http://stp.lingfil.uu.se/~nivre/swedish_
treebank/dep.html)

Tag Meaning
++ Coordinating conjunction
+A Conjunctional adverbial
+F Coordination at main clause level
AA Other adverbial
AG Agent
AN Apposition
AT Nominal (adjectival) pre-modifier
CA Contrastive adverbial
DB Doubled function
DT Determiner
EF Relative clause in cleft
EO Logical object
ES Logical subject
ET Other nominal post-modifier
FO Dummy object
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Tag Meaning
FP Free subjective predicative complement
FS Dummy subject
FV Finite predicate verb
I? Question mark
IC Quotation mark
IG Other punctuation mark
IK Comma
IM Infinitive marker
IO Indirect object
IP Period
IQ Colon
IR Parenthesis
IS Semicolon
IT Dash
IU Exclamation mark
IV Nonfinite verb
JC Second quotation mark
JG Second (other) punctuation mark
JR Second parenthesis
JT Second dash
KA Comparative adverbial
MA Attitude adverbial
MS Macrosyntagm
NA Negation adverbial
OA Object adverbial
OO Direct object
OP Object predicative
PL Verb particle
PR Preposition
PT Predicative attribute
RA Place adverbial
SP Subjective predicative complement
SS Other subject
TA Time adverbial
TT Address phrase
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Tag Meaning
UK Subordinating conjunction
VA Notifying adverbial
VO Infinitive object complement
VS Infinitive subject complement
XA Expressions like ”s̊a att säga” (so to speak)
XF Fundament phrase
XT Expressions like ”s̊a kallad” (so called)
XX Unclassifiable grammatical function
YY Interjection phrase

Tag Meaning
CJ Conjunct (in coordinate structure)
HD Head
IF Infinitive verb phrase minus infinitive marker
PA Complement of preposition
UA Subordinate clause minus subordinating conjunction
VG Verb group



Appendix B

Decker rules

REPL//AP-AP KN AP → AP-AP & P(#)
REPL//AP-JJ → &P(#)
REPL//NP-AP NN → NP-NN &P(#)
REPL//NP-DT AP NN → NP-AP NN &P(#)
REPL//NP-DT AP NN → NP-DT NN &P(#)
REPL//NP-DT AP NN → NP-NN &P(#)
REPL//NP-DT NN → NP-NN &P(#)
REPL//NP-DT NN S → NP-NN S &P(PP)
REPL//NP-NN MID S MID → NP-NN &P(S)
REPL//NP-PM MID S MID → NP-PM &P(S)
REPL//NP-NN PP → NP-NN &P(#)
REPL//PP-PP NP → &P(S)
REPL//PP-PR NP → &P(#)
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Appendix C

R1 rules

C.0.1 Passive to active

SHIFT//S-NP(SS) VB ? PP(AG) → S-PP NP &P(#)
SHIFT//S-NP(SS) VP ? PP(AG) → S-PP NP &P(#)

C.0.2 Straight word order

SHIFT//S-? VB NP(SS) → S-NP(SS) ? &P(#)
SHIFT//S-? VP NP(SS) → S-NP(SS) ? &P(#)

C.0.3 Sentence split

REPL//NP-NP MID NP MID → NP-NP NP &P(#)
PLANTBRANCH//NP-NP MID NPNN MID → NPNN &P(#)
PLANTTREE//S-? NP → NPHP &P(NP)
REPL//S-S MID KN S → S-S KN S &P(#)
SPLIT//S-S MID KN S → KN &P(#)
SPLIT//S-S KN S → KN &P(#)
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Appendix D

R2 rules

D.0.4 Passive to active

SHIFT//S-NP(SS) VB ? PP(AG) → S-PP NP &P(#)

D.0.5 Straight word order

SHIFT//S(MS)-? VB 1 NP(SS) → S-NP(SS) ?
COND(NOT(PARENT{SN})) &P(#)

SHIFT//S(MS)-? VP 1 NP(SS) → S-NP(SS) ?
COND(NOT(PARENT{SN})) &P(#)

D.0.6 Sentence split, appositions

PLANTBRANCH//S-? VB NP(SS) ? NP(AN){NP} → NP(AN){NP 0}
DROP(NP{MID} ? 1) ADD(NP(SS){PM} ? 1{AB}) &P(#)
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D.0.7 Sentence split, relative clause

PLANTTREE//S-? NP{HP} ? VB → ADD(ROOT{NP(OO)})
COND(ROOT{NP(OO)}) &P(NP(!CJ))

PLANTTREE//S-? NP{HP} ? VB → PADD(DT NN)
COND(NOT(ROOT {NP(OO)})) &P(NP(!CJ))

D.0.8 Sentence split, conjunctions

REPL//S-S MID KN S → S-S KN S &P(#)
SPLIT//S-S MID KN S → KN &P(#)
SPLIT//S-S KN S → KN &P(#)
PLANTBRANCH//S-? MID AVP{KN} ? → ? 1 DROP(MID AVP{KN})

&P(#)
PLANTBRANCH//S-? MID XP{AVP} ? → ? 1 DROP(MID XP{KN})

COND(XP{KN}) &P(#)
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